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Purpose: To propose a novel standard magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) phantom, here-
after called the Korea Magnetic Resonance Phantom-4th edition (KMRP-4). Its related 
quality control (QC) assessment protocols and its comparison with the American College 
of Radiology (ACR) phantom and its QC assessment protocols. 
Materials and Methods: Internally, the KMRP-4 phantom is composed of cubic and tri-
angular vessels, brain tissue structures, and a uniform region designed to facilitate a vari-
ety of QC protocols. Using magnetic resonance (MR) images of these structures, we quan-
titatively evaluated a total of 10 parameters, seven from those of existing ACR protocols 
(i.e., geometric accuracy, high-contrast spatial resolution, slice thickness accuracy, slice po-
sition accuracy, image intensity uniformity, percent signal ghosting, and low-contrast object 
detectability) and three additional parameters for evaluating vessel conspicuity, brain tissue 
contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) introduced in the KMRP-4 protocols. Twenty-
two MRI systems of 0.32–3.0 T static magnetic field strength were tested using both ACR 
and KMRP-4 phantoms. Mann–Whitney U-tests were performed on the seven evaluation 
items of the ACR method to compare KMRP-4 and ACR methods. 
Results: The results of Mann–Whitney U-test demonstrated that p-values were more 
than 0.05 for all seven items that could be assessed with both ACR and KMRP-4, indicat-
ing similar results between the two methods. Additionally, assessments of vessel conspi-
cuity, brain tissue contrast, and SNR using the KMRP-4 method demonstrated utility of 
the KMRP-4 phantom. 
Conclusion: A novel standard phantom and related QC methods were developed to per-
form objective, observer-independent, and semi-automatic QC tests. Quantitative com-
parisons of MR images with KMPR-4 and ACR phantoms were performed. Results demon-
strated the utility of the newly proposed KMRP-4 phantom and its related QC methods.

Keywords: Quality assurance phantom; Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); ACR phantom; 
KMRP-4 phantom
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INTRODUCTION

Evaluating the quality and performance of a medical system, 
including inspection conducted by experts on image quality 
and interpretation, is crucial for diagnosing a patient with the 
help of medical imaging. Currently, in the Republic of Korea, 
all quality control (QC) procedures for medical imaging mo-
dalities such as mammography, computed tomography, and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are performed according 
to government guidelines. Since 2005, the Korean Institute for 
Accreditation of Medical Imaging (KIAMI) has initiated several 
efforts to maintain MRI performance for clinical purposes [1]. 
QC tests have significantly improved the quality of medical 
images and facilitated the repair and replacement of im-
proper equipment, contributing to the promotion of public 
health by reducing unnecessary medical expenditures owing 
to the need for duplication of tests and by reducing the risk 
of misdiagnosis [2]. QC tests conducted in healthcare institu-
tions in the Republic of Korea have been based on the guide-
lines provided by the American College of Radiology (ACR) 
since 1992 and phantom imaging tests have been conducted 
using the developed ACR phantom as a standard MRI phan-
tom [3]. The ACR phantom assessment has the advantage of 
its ability to evaluate the performance of an MRI system. It 
can be implemented regardless of vendor-specific MRI sys-
tems. However, the following problems are encountered while 
implementing the ACR method, which need to be resolved. 
First, it is difficult to assign a grade to image quality because 
it is a QC method that classifies nonconformity based on the 
reference score using the ACR accreditation program. Second, 
QC protocols of the ACR method are both quantitative and 
qualitative. Therefore, there are differences in evaluation re-
sults between observers with regard to the evaluation of qual-
itative items. Third, since the ACR method has been in devel-
opment for over 20 years, it should be able to evaluate 
recently developed high-performance and high-magnetic-
field MRI systems. Fourth, QC methods involve both phantom 
and clinical image tests to evaluate artifacts, slice thickness, 
and image contrast. Phantom image assessment specifically 
requires an observer to perform window and level adjust-
ments, magnification, mean and standard deviation (SD) mea-
surements in the region of interest (ROI), and length measure-
ment for the analysis of the ACR phantom in magnetic resonance 
(MR) images, which can result in excessive and time-consuming 
workload. 

Numerous MR phantoms have been developed for quanti-
tative evaluation of MRI systems. Among others, phantoms 
have been used to investigate flow effects during MR, repro-
ducibility of the geometric distortion in MRI images, MR an-
giography (MRA) images, human tissue equivalent parame-

ters in MRI images, and high-resolution images in MRI systems 
[4-10]. Furthermore, an automated assessment of QC methods 
has been developed and reported to quantitatively assess MRI 
systems [11]. No MR phantom has been optimized for numeri-
cal assessments of all QC protocols and advanced medical im-
aging environment with the capability of differentiating MRIs 
of various signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and field strengths. 
Here, we designed and developed a phantom optimized for 
numerical evaluation of 10 QC protocols. It is suitable for var-
ious medical imaging environments. 

One of the parameters proposed in this study was vessel 
conspicuity. Vessel conspicuity is a quality assessment based on 
visual clarity of vessels. It is important in MRA. MRA has been 
clinically used to visualize blood flow and vessel structure to 
find any abnormality [12]. However, there are no criteria for 
assessing vessel conspicuity using the ACR method.

In this study, to overcome limitations of the ACR phantom 
and its related QC protocols, a novel phantom called the Korea 
Magnetic Resonance Phantom-4th edition (KMRP-4) consist-
ing of cubic, triangular, vessel, and brain tissue structures and 
corresponding numerical evaluation methods are proposed. By 
using MR images of the KMRP-4 phantom, we quantitatively 
measured seven existing QC protocols commonly used with 
the ACR phantom (geometric accuracy, high-contrast spatial 
resolution, slice thickness accuracy, slice position accuracy, im-
age intensity uniformity, percent-signal ghosting, and low-
contrast object detectability) and three additional protocols, 
namely, vessel conspicuity, brain tissue contrast, and SNR. A 
multi-site comparative analysis between ACR and KMRP-4 
methods was conducted to evaluate the performance of the 
KMRP-4 phantom measurement and standardize the KMRP-4 
phantom for MRI systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phantom Design and Quality Assurance Protocols
The KMRP-4 phantom is a hollow cylinder made of an 

acrylic plastic material (Fig. 1A) filled with a solution of cop-
per sulfate (CuSO4) 1 g/L [13]. In order to avoid any bubbles 
in the phantom solution, a vacuum degasser device should be 
used to remove any dissolved gas at the time of the phantom 
solution’s preparation and filling. The inside length, inside di-
ameter, outside length, and outside diameter of the phantom 
were 148, 170, 190, and 158 mm, respectively (Fig. 1B). The 
outside of the phantom has letters “E,” “N,” “C,” “L,” and “R” 
etched into it, standing for “Eye,” “Nose,” “Chin,” “Left,” and 
“Right,” respectively, as an aid to orient the phantom for 
scanning. Internally, the phantom is composed of cubic (Fig. 
1C) and triangular (Fig. 1D and G) vessels (Fig. 1E and H) and 
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brain tissue (Fig. 1F) structures. Figure 1I shows the intended 
two-dimensional (2-D) plane on the phantom for quality as-
surance protocols to facilitate a variety of tests of MRI sys-
tem performance. A phantom cradle was used to place the 
phantom inside the radio frequency (RF) coil in a proper and 
isocentric manner. Agarose of various concentrations was 
used to mimic T2 relaxation time of different brain tissues sim-
ilar to literature values [14,15].

For the evaluation of the MRI system, acquisition parame-
ters were identical to those of standard ACR acquisition pa-
rameters using multiple spin-echo sequences. Three pairs of 
crossed edges were located in the central sagittal plane. The 
1st, 3rd, and 11th slices must be centered on vertices of an-
gles formed by intersecting crossed wedges to conduct an 
accurate QC assessment (Fig. 2A). MR images acquired from 
the KMRP-4 phantom are shown in Figure 2B. Twenty-two 
MRI systems with 0.32–3.0 T field strengths were evaluated 
using the ACR and KMRP-4 QC assessment methods (Table 1). 
Post-processing and measurements of MRI QC protocols were 
conducted using the Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB 
(MathWorks, Inc.). The image processing toolbox was used to 
access multiple sets of Digital Imaging and Communications 
in Medicine (DICOM) data. The 2-D matrix formats of DICOM 
images were applied to standard image processing using MAT-
LAB built-in functions on requisite ROIs of acquired MR images. 
Quantitative results were calculated using the position and pixels 
of the defined area (Fig. 2). The KMRP-4 method was used for 

comparison immediately after the ACR method, which was 
identical to that of the KIAMI.

Phantom Localization and Spatial Resolution
Prior to implementing the KMRP-4 QC procedures, phantom 

localization was estimated using MRI images of the KMRP-4 
phantom. This method was performed based on a previous 
study [10].

Generally, spatial resolution can be quantified using vari-
ous methods such as point spread function (PSF), line spread 
function (LSF), and modulation transfer function (MTF) [11]. 
For the KMRP-4 method, the QC assessment was performed 
by calculating the LSF obtained from the derivative of an 
edge-like structure in the MR image. The discrete Fourier 
transform of the slice profile, p(i), was zero padded to a suffi-
ciently large size (Fig. 3A), followed by a sinc interpolation of 
the profile (Fig. 3B). Following this, the interpolated profile, 
P(m), was derived to calculate the LSF (Fig. 3C). The resolution 
was then calculated using the full width at the half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the LSF. The following equation was used to 
measure the derivation of the interpolated sinc profile:

P(m) = d
dx

 ∑ip(i) sinc(πw), Eq. (1)

where w = 
x

10-i  was the estimated interpolation coefficient at 
the slice profile index i and the value “10” was the interpola-
tion size. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the KMRP-4 phantom. A: A photograph of the phantom (E: eye, N: nose, C: chin, L: left, R: right). B: Overall dimensions. 
Perspective views of the (C) cubic, (D) triangular, (E) vessel, and (F) brain contrast structure. Dimensions of the vessel (G) and brain contrast 
structures (H). I: Intended 2D plane on the phantom for quality assurance protocols. KMRP-4, Korea Magnetic Resonance Phantom-4th edition.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of quality assurance for magnetic resonance imaging. A: Sagittal magnetic resonance (MR) image showing the 11 required 
axial slice locations. B: Axial MR images obtained for each location. C: Magnified MR images of structures for evaluating the geometric ac-
curacy using measurement along multiple yellow double headed arrows. The red dotted square box is used for slice thickness accuracy and 
the magnified image is shown in Fig. 2E. D: Magnified MR images of structures for evaluating the high-contrast spatial resolution and low-
contrast object detectability; the yellow double headed arrows represent the two lines along horizontal and vertical directions for which 
line spread functions (LSFs) are measured and noise level is measured in yellow box. E: Magnified structure for the slice thickness accuracy 
measurement; representing the differentiation of the slice profile along the yellow line. F: Magnified structure for the slice position accura-
cy measurement. G: Measurement of the percent-signal ghosting and signal-to-noise ratio inside the large circular yellow region of interest 
(ROI). H: Measurement of the image intensity uniformity inside the large circular yellow ROI using the background noise of four square yel-
low box. I: Magnified structure for the vessel conspicuity measurement. J: Measurment of the brain tissue contrast inside various compart-
ment represented by yellow ROIs. 

Table 1. Magnetic Field Strengths and Vendors of 22 MRI Systems

Site # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Field strength (T) 0.35 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.35 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.35 1.5 1.5 0.32 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1.5 3 1.5 3 1.5
Vendor S S S G G I P S S S S S A P S S G S S S P S
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; S, Siemens; G, GE; I, ISOL; P, Philips; A, AI Lab.

Geometric Accuracy
The geometric accuracy was evaluated by measuring di-

mensions from top to bottom, left to right, top right to bot-
tom left, and top left to bottom right on the 3rd slice of the 
phantom MRI images. As shown in Figure 2C, measurements 
were performed based on edges of the cubic structure. The 
following equation was used to measure the percentage of 
geometric accuracy (PGA):

PGA = 
∆measured - ∆actual

∆actual

 × 100, Eq. (2)

Where the ∆measured was the measured dimension of the phan-
tom image and the ∆actual was the actual dimension of the 
ACR and the recommended KMRP-4 phantom.

High-Contrast Spatial Resolution
High-contrast spatial resolutions of the top-to-bottom 

and left-to-right dimensions were measured by calculating 
LSFs of the part of the 3rd slice corresponding to the cubic 
structure of the phantom (Fig. 2D). 
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Slice Thickness Accuracy
The slice thickness accuracy was measured by calculating 

the LSF of the part of the 3rd slice corresponding to the tri-
angular structure of the phantom (Fig. 2E). Subsequently, the 
LSF of the triangular structure was divided by its gradient 
(triangular structure gradient = 5).

Slice Position Accuracy
The procedure for the slice position accuracy measurement 

in the KMRP-4 assessment method was the same as that for 
the ACR assessment method [3]. However, unlike the ACR 
method, a negative sign was assigned to the measured value 
based on the length of the bar. For example, if the right bar 
was longer, then a negative sign was assigned to the length. 
For the KMRP-4 method, the slice position accuracy was 
measured in the 1st, 3rd, and 11th slices (Fig. 2F).

Image Intensity Uniformity
The image intensity uniformity of the 7th slice was mea-

sured over a large, uniform region. The following equation 
was used to measure the percent-image uniformity (PIU):

PIU = (1 - Imax - Imin

Imax + Imin
) × 100, Eq. (3)

where Imax was the measured maximum pixel intensity and Imin

was the measured minimum pixel intensity of a circular ROI 
of 80-mm radius placed on the image (Fig. 2G). Moreover, 

squares containing only non-zero elements were chosen from 
white 10-mm2 squares within a chessboard pattern.

Percent-Signal Ghosting
For percent-signal ghosting analysis, the displayed image 

between the phase-encoding direction and frequency-en-
coding direction on the 7th slice was assessed as an artifact 
of signal instability. The following equation was used to 
measure the percent-ghosting ratio (PGR):

PGR = (
( Itop  + Ibottom)-( Itop  + Ibottom)

Ilarge  
) × 100, Eq. (4)

ROIs placed on the image were measured with the phase-en-
coding direction ( Itop  and Ibottom), frequency-encoding direc-
tion (Ileft and Iright ), and the large ROI ( Ilarge ) (Fig. 2H). 

Low-Contrast Object Detectability
The low-contrast object detectability was evaluated from 

the 5th slice and calculated using a polynomial regression 
model computed from the numerical simulation [16]. Poly-
nomial model with estimated coefficients and constant terms 
from the noise level and measured LSFs using the least-
square method. A simplified equation for low-contrast object 
detectability is shown as follows:
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Fig. 3. A schematic of line spread function (LSF) calculation. A: First, zero padding of the discrete Fourier transform of the slice profile, p(i), 
is performed to produce a sufficiently long profile. B: Subsequently, sinc interpolation of the profile is performed. C: Following this, the in-
terpolated sinc profile, P(m), is derived to obtain the LSF. Finally, the half maximum of the full width (FWHM) is obtained from the LSF.
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Low-contrast object detectability
=   (-0.00165) ∙ n̄3 + (-0.00165) ∙ n̄ ∙ f̄2 + (0.0152) ∙  

n̄ ∙ f̄ + (0.00552) ∙ f̄ + (-20.0) ∙ n̄ + (-53.4), Eq. (5)

where n̄ is the noise level measured at the center of the 7th 
slice and f̄ is the LSF of the cubic structure. Noise levels were 
altered by adding Gaussian noises and LSFs of the simulated 
ACR phantoms to estimate constant terms and polynomial 
coefficients (Fig. 4). Constant terms and polynomial coeffi-
cients were then used to evaluate the number of spokes of 
ACR phantoms. Similarly, the number of spokes for the KMRP-4 
phantom was estimated using a polynomial model of the noise 

level and LSF.

Vessel Conspicuity
Vessel conspicuity was evaluated to assess the degree of 

vessel clarity. It is a quantitative method for evaluating the 
contrast resolution of middle cerebral artery trunk aneurysms 
when assessing clinical images. For quantitative evaluation 
of vessel conspicuity, a vessel structure is included in the 
phantom, which has varying thickness along the horizontal 
direction. Part of the vessel structure was initially selected as 
shown in Figure 2I. Subsequently, pixel values of the vessel 
part were vertically integrated for each column, S(i), and the 

Noise level 
(1%)

Noise level 
(2%)

Noise level 
(3%)

Noise level 
(5%)

Slice 1

Slice 8

Slice 9

Slice 10

Slice 11

Fig. 4. The 1st, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th slice axial images of the ACR phantom used for numerical simulation. Four levels (1%, 2%, 3%, and 
5%) of Gaussian random noise are added for the numerical simulation. The polynomial regression model of low-contrast object detectability 
for KMRP-4 phantom is shown in Eq. (5) in the Materials and Methods section. KMRP-4, Korea Magnetic Resonance Phantom-4th edition; 
ACR, American College of Radiology.
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second order derivative was performed on integrated values in 
the horizontal direction, S(j). Finally, the number of peaks was 
counted for vessel areas. The following equation was used to 
measure the vertical integration and second order derivation:

S(j) = d2

d2x
 ∑is(i), Eq. (6)

Where i was the index of the pixel value vertically for each 
column and j was the index of the integrated pixel value along 
the horizontal direction.

Brain Tissue Contrast
The degree of brain tissue contrast was also evaluated. The 

T2 map was calculated using the following formula:

T2 = 
TE2 - TE1

log ( ITE1

ITE2

) , Eq. (7)

where ITE1  was the signal intensity acquired at TE1 of 20 msec 
and ITE2  was the signal intensity acquired at TE2 of 80 msec. 
Circular ROIs have been used along each tissue compartment 
within the field-of-view (FOV) to measure respective T2 val-
ues (Fig. 2J). 

SNR
In MRI, the SNR is measured by calculating the difference 

in signal intensity between the area of interest and back-
ground, which is usually chosen from the air surrounding the 
object [17]. In this study, the SNR was defined as follows:

SNR = correction factor * 
mean(Phantom_signal)
SD(Backgound_signal)

, Eq. (8)

Any signal present in the air surrounding the evaluated object 
was classified as noise. The difference between the signal and 
background noise was divided by the SD of the background 
signal to indicate background noise variability. The correction 
factor is dependent on the type of RF coil used during MRI 
acquisition [18]. 

Statistical Analyses
Using MedCalc software (MedCalc 10.4.8, Mariakerke), QC 

results of the ACR and KMRP-4 methods were compared with 
Mann-Whitney U-tests and correlation tests. Statistical signifi-
cance was set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

QC protocol analysis results using the KMRP-4 phantom are 
summarized below. They were compared with those obtained 
using the standard ACR method. We evaluated 22 sites for 
quality assurance using the proposed KMRP-4 method and the 
standard ACR method (Table 2).

Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Mann-Whitney U-test Results for ACR and KMRP-4 QC Assessment Protocols

Geometric Accuracy
High-contrast Spatial 

Resolution Slice 
Thickness 
Accuracy

Image 
Intensity 

Uniformity

Percent 
Signal 

Ghosting

Low-contrast 
Object 

Detectability
Top-to-
bottom

Left-to- 
right

Top-right-
to-bottom-

left

Top-left-
to-bottom-

right

Left-to-
right

Top-to-
bottom

Mean ± SD
KMRP-4 -0.10 ± 0.52 -0.07 ± 0.44 -0.06 ± 0.39 -0.01 ± 0.40 1.03 ± 0.40 1.02 ± 0.13 4.91 ± 0.44 85.50 ± 9.56 0.52 ± 0.62 24.69 ± 9.70
ACR -0.23 ± 0.76 -0.15 ± 0.49 -0.02 ± 0.42 -0.11 ± 0.32 0.91 ± 0.33 0.99 ± 0.07 4.94 ± 0.24 82.23 ± 10.09 0.43 ± 0.74 25.05 ± 10.90

p 0.963 0.690 0.742 0.742 0.272 0.813 0.425 0.425 0.467 0.981
r 0.83 0.78 0.63 0.64 -0.11 0.67 0.49 0.96 0.63 0.89
Failed site #

KMRP-4 6 - - - 3, 5, 18, 22 4, 8, 11, 12 12 - - 5, 10, 13, 19
ACR 6 - - - 4, 8, 11, 12 4, 8, 11, 12 - - - 1, 5, 10, 13

Vessel Conspicuity Brain Tissue Contrast
SNR

Upper Lower #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
Mean ± SD

KMRP-4 15.38 
± 2.22

15.40 
± 2.38

38.49 
± 5.69

50.63 
± 13.58

57.83 
± 19.31

68.02 
± 28.91

91.58 
± 65.62

111.95 
± 94.88

67.14 
± 27.00

46.60 
± 10.44

81.09 
± 45.15

61.26 
± 21.87

332.50 
± 231.11

ACR Cannot be measured using ACR protocol
ACR, American College of Radiology; KMRP-4, Korea Magnetic Resonance Phantom-4th edition; QC, quality control; SD, standard deviation; SNR, signal-to-noise 
ratio.
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The mean and SD values of the top-to-bottom dimension 
geometric accuracy measured by KMRP-4 and ACR methods 
were -0.10 ± 0.52 and -0.23 ± 0.76, respectively, whereas those 
of the left-to-right dimension geometric accuracy measured by 
KMRP-4 and ACR methods were -0.07 ± 0.44 and -0.15 ± 0.49, 
respectively. The mean and SD values of the geometric accura-
cy of the top-right-to-bottom-left dimension evaluated by 
KMRP-4 and ACR methods were -0.06 ± 0.39 and -0.02 ± 0.42, 
respectively, whereas those of the top-left-to-bottom-right 
dimension geometric accuracy measured by KMRP-4 and ACR 
methods were -0.01 ± 0.40 and -0.11 ± 0.32, respectively. There 
were no statistical differences in geometric accuracies mea-
sured between KMRP-4 and ACR QC methods (Mann–Whit-
ney U-test, p = 0.963, 0.690, 0.742, and 0.742, respectively). 

However, both methods had a case that failed when measur-
ing the geometric accuracy.

High-contrast spatial resolution analysis for left-to-right 
and bottom-to-right dimensions indicated that the high-
contrast spatial resolution measured by the KMRP-4 method 
was very similar to that measured by the ACR method (Mann–
Whitney U-test, p = 0.272 and 0.813, respectively). The mean 
and SD values of the slice thickness accuracy assessed by 
KMRP-4 and ACR methods were 4.91 ± 0.44 and 4.94 ± 0.24, 
respectively. The mean and SD values of the image intensity 
uniformity evaluated by KMRP-4 and ACR methods were 
85.50 ± 9.56 and 83.23 ± 10.09, respectively. The mean and SD 
values of the percent-signal ghosting assessed by KMRP-4 and 
ACR methods were 0.52 ± 0.62 and 0.43 ± 0.74, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. A: QC results of vessel conspicuity. The vessel conspicuity is evaluated for poor (left) and good (right) cases, showing that there are a 
greater number of peaks in the second derivative of the sinc interpolated profile of the poor case. B: Brain tissue contrast. Magnitude image 
at TE1 (left); magnitude image at TE2 (center); and calculated T2 map (right) are shown.
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The mean and SD values of the low-contrast object detect-
ability assessed by KMRP-4 and ACR methods were 24.69 ± 
9.70 and 25.05 ± 10.90, respectively. P-values for slice thickness 
accuracy, image intensity uniformity, percent-signal ghosting, 
and low-contrast object detectability were 0.425, 0.425, 0.467, 
and 0.981, respectively. These results indicated that QC param-
eters measured using KMRP-4 and ACR methods were similar.

Additional Proposed QC Items: Vessel Conspicuity, Brain 
Tissue Contrast, and SNR

Figure 5A shows good and poor vessel conspicuity results. 
Figure 5B and Table 3 show T2 values of various human brain 
regions (i.e., globus pallidus, red nucleus, internal capsule, 
white matter, midbrain, caudate nucleus, putamen, and gray 
matter) as well as those of KMRP-4 brain tissue structures 
acquired using the same MRI system. On 1.5 T MRI, the T2 of 
Tissue #3 was similar to that of the globus pallidus; T2 of Tis-
sue #4 was similar to those of the red nucleus, internal cap-
sule, and white matter; T2 of Tissue #5 was similar to those of 
the midbrain and caudate nucleus; and T2 of Tissue #6 was 
similar to that of the gray matter. On 3.0 T MRI, the T2 of Tis-
sue #1 was similar to that of the globus pallidus; T2 of Tissue 
#2 was similar to those of the red nucleus, internal capsule, 
and white matter; T2 of Tissue #3 was similar to those of the 
midbrain, caudate nucleus, and putamen; and T2 of Tissue #4 
was similar to that of the gray matter.

DISCUSSION 

Results of the Mann–Whitney U-test (Table 3) showed that 
there were no significant differences in the seven evaluation 
parameters commonly applied to the ACR phantom between 
KMRP-4 and ACR methods. P-values for geometric accuracy, 
high-contrast spatial resolution, slice thickness accuracy, im-
age intensity uniformity, percent-signal ghosting, and low-
contrast object detectability were all larger than 0.05. More-
over, with the ACR method, most failures in the QC test were 
related to geometric accuracy, high-contrast spatial resolution, 
and low-contrast object detectability. Both methods failed to 
achieve similar values at the same site. Furthermore, it is diffi-
cult to use the ACR method to evaluate a high-contrast spa-
tial resolution independently in right-to-left and top-to-bot-
tom directions. This problem has resulted in a high-contrast 
spatial resolution in right-to-left and top-to-bottom direc-
tions falling out simultaneously. However, when the high-
contrast spatial resolution was evaluated using the KMRP-4 
method, high-contrast spatial resolutions in these directions 
could be measured independently because the LSF could be 
measured in right-to-left and top-to-bottom directions. Fur-
thermore, for a low-contrast object detection assessment, 
failure occurred in all cases with 0.32 and 0.35 T MRI systems. 
A disadvantage of low-field MRI systems is that they cannot 
be evaluated properly using the ACR method. However, the 
KMRP-4 method has the advantage of being able to evaluate 
them fairly in low- and high-field MRI systems.

The spatial resolution evaluated using the KMRP-4 method 

Table 3. T2 Values of Brain Tissue Contrast Structure According to Agarose Concentrations and Corresponding in vivo Brain Tissue T2 Values 
on 1.5 and 3.0 T MRI Systems

Tissue
Agarose 

Concentration 
(%)

T2 Value of Brain 
Contrast Structure 

in 1.5 T (ms)

Brain Tissues with 
Similar T2 Value on 

1.5 T

In vivo Brain T2 
Value on 1.5 T 

(ms)

T2 Value of Brain 
Contrast Structure 

in 3.0 T (ms)

Brain Tissues with 
Similar T2 Value 

on 3.0 T

In vivo Brain T2 
Value on 3.0 T 

(ms)

#1 2.771 36.64 ± 1.72 - - 36.99 ± 1.09 Globus pallidus 38.49 ± 3.98
#2 2.177 45.07 ± 1.95 Globus pallidus 53.37 ± 5.81 55.22 ± 2.17 Red nucleus 47.73 ± 3.66

Internal capsule 49.72 ± 2.39
White matter 52.29 ± 1.91

#3 1.781 53.21 ± 2.40 Globus pallidus 53.37 ± 5.81 55.22 ± 2.17 Midbrain 60.67 ± 3.99
Caudate nucleus 59.80 ± 2.56
Putamen 54.12 ± 3.30

#4 1.498 60.77 ± 3.16 Red nucleus 60.46 ± 4.57 64.28 ± 3.23 Gray matter 67.09 ± 6.30
Internal capsule 59.98 ± 2.82
White matter 64.17 ± 2.77

#5 1.286 68.99 ± 4.50 Midbrain 69.84 ± 4.34 73.19 ± 4.74 - -
Caudate nucleus 71.27 ± 27
Putamen 66.48 ± 4.08

#6 1.121 77.30 ± 5.01 Gray matter 82.85 ± 5.52 84.66 ± 5.01 - -
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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implements measurement of the LSF profile, which is perfect-
ly parallel to vertical and horizontal directions. This approach 
is different from that used in ACR phantom measurements, 
that is, simply calculating the number of resolution inserts 
(manual counting). However, in this study, we used a quanti-
tative descriptor that used image analysis to measure spatial 
resolution. During the calculation of the LSF, it should be en-
sured that the same undersampling factor is in both vertical 
and horizontal directions. Otherwise, the LSF is significantly 
affected. One of the reasons for using LSF is that it is used to 
measure the FWHM of the LSF profile, which is the most com-
mon method for assessing the resolution of an imaging sys-
tem. One of the other ways to improve spatial resolution as-
sessment is by calculating the pre-sampling MTF by rotating 
the phantom for small angles, which can be better than LSF 
measurement as single MTF measurement can be used to 
characterize all possible structures in the phantom. We will 
evaluate this method in future work.

The low-contrast object detectability evaluated using the 
KMRP-4 method implements a polynomial regression model 
that measures the noise level and the LSF profile. The afore-
mentioned procedure is better than ACR phantom measure-
ments as it does not involve the observer-dependent counting 
method. Thus, it is less prone to human error.

The KMRP-4 phantom was fabricated with a height smaller 
than that of the ACR phantom, considering the size of recently 
developed small commercial RF coils. For example, the ACR 
phantom cannot be fitted into commercial RF coils with inner 
dimensions of 210 × 168 mm. However, these dimensions were 
sufficiently large for KMRP-4 (190-mm diameter and 160-mm 
height). Despite its reduced size, the KMRP-4 phantom could 
evaluate three QC items in addition to the seven QC items 
evaluated by the ACR phantom.

Although these additional QC protocols are useful for 
quantitative assessment, they have not been standardized yet. 
Therefore, data regarding the utility of these QC protocols re-
main insufficient. In response to this issue, ACR methods are 
still being used and three additional QC protocols of the 
KMRP-4 method are still being evaluated. When using the 
KMRP-4 phantom, a numerical evaluation is possible for all 
QC items. Intra- and inter-observer reproducibilities of assess-
ments were significantly enhanced, showing close results dur-
ing repeated execution of measurements of QC items. In ad-
dition, the numerical evaluation method allows for numerical 
ratings, which are problematic with the ACR method. If the 
KMRP-4 method is used, it is deemed that the site can per-
form regular quality checks on its own.

One of the important points to note is that phantom solu-
tions are prone to bubble formation over time, making it im-
possible to preserve the phantom for a long time. To preserve 

the phantom for a long time, the use of surfactants and pre-
servative solutions such as arquad should be considered if they 
are added in a very small quantity [19]. In this study, we used 
agarose gel to mimic equivalent tissue properties. However, 
the agarose gel cannot be preserved for a long time. The aga-
rose can be substituted by using manganese chloride and nickel 
chloride, which are very commonly used in MRI phantoms with 
target T1 and T2 relaxation time [20].

In conclusion, a KMRP-4 QC phantom with a unique design 
and evaluation protocol was developed. Three new QC items 
were added in the new phantom in addition to the seven QC 
items used for the ACR phantom, showing effectiveness of the 
QC of MRI systems. The proposed method may provide a new 
standard for quantitative QC processes of MRI systems for 
various magnetic fields and purposes.
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